SUBMITTAL SHEET
Product(s): Super L Bead & Super Archway L Bead
Description: Trim-Tex Super L Beads are designed to finish rough drywall
ends on window returns and other similar details.
Advantages: Made from rust proof, dent resistant PVC to reduce jobsite
and handling damage. Super Archway L Bead is especially useful for
finishing any arched window. Does not contain cellulose, a potential food
source for mold. Both Super L Beads have a 3 1/8" return leg and are prescored at 2 5/8", 2 1/8" & 1 5/8".
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Limitations: Product is designed for interior use.
Applicable Standards: Rigid PVC products made by Trim-Tex meet ASTM
specifications D3678-97, D1784-03, C1047-99 and achieve a Class A
rating for flame spread and smoke developed when tested under ASTM
E84-10.
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Surface Characteristics: Trim-Tex products are made from PVC. PVC
does not support combustion and is self extinguishing when the source of
flame or heat is removed.
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2. Apply 2 or 3 beads of Trim-Tex's #700/710 Adhesive Caulk or Liquid Nail,
onto return for full coverage. Make sure adhesive covers finish trim. (If
used)
3. Align L Bead onto return and press into place. Staple mud flange to wall.
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Installation:
1. Precut all parts to fit the return. Leave 1/16" clearance on ends. To use
pre-scored marks, back bend at the desired score mark several times and
then tear off the strip. The strips are sometimes hard to tear because the
pre-scored marks must be invisible from the top of the piece. When this is
the case, run a knife down the score line. A pair of pliers may be helpful to
tear the piece. (If Used) Slip on Finish Trim.
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4. (If used) Adjust Finish Trim to fit tight against window frame.
5. Always extend Archway L’s beyond the arch approximately 16" onto the
straight area where there is sufficient backing material to allow the butt joint
to be properly adhered and to provide a flat surface for floating the butt joint.
6. Before painting, float and tape all straight butt joints, caulk corner joints
and caulk along the window frame.

Finishing: Always use a high quality paint.
Accessories: 847 Spray Adhesive, Staple Guns and Divergent Staples,
Trim-Tex Sanding Blocks & Abrasive Products, Mud-Max Drywall
Compound Additive, Trim-Tex 700/710 Adhesive Caulk, North Safety
Products distributed by Trim-Tex.
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